Defamation Article!!!
18 messages

HUH ADMIN <l@huh.social>
To: contact@thevrsoldier.com
Fri, Nov 12, 2021 at 9:40 AM

Dear VR,

I would like to inform you that the article you have made and put out through your site is 100% defamation of our brand.

We are requesting the immediate removal.
We are sending you this email before we proceed in sending you a legal letter as you are stating straight out we are a scam with no facts.
You state in the article that we are harassing the public but that is not true. No email and no-one from the HUH Team has contacted anyone through emails that are not associated with HUH.

We feel harassed by you and targeted.

As we are creating a legitimate token and project we will not tolerate FUD created by a website that is looking to benefit from our platform.

We will be following legal action after this email towards your company and 

Paul Brabus
The VR Soldier (The Merkle LLC)
703 27th Ave.
San Francisco, CA 94121

Kind Regards

The HUH Team

Mark Arguinbaev <contact@thevrsoldier.com>
To: HUH ADMIN <l@huh.social>
Tue, Nov 16, 2021 at 1:36 PM

Please stop ddosing us. I removed the articles.

[Quoted text hidden]

HUH ADMIN <l@huh.social>
To: Mark Arguinbaev <contact@thevrsoldier.com>
Tue, Nov 16, 2021 at 1:39 PM

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/1/?ik=720d530cea&view=pt&search=all&permthid=thread-f%3A1716245067345074542&simple=msg-f%3A1716245067…
Dear Mark

Please inform me when it is down as I still see it on Google.
Once this is done we will stop the legal action against your company.

Thank you

The HUH Team

---

Mark Arguinbaev <contact@thevrsoldier.com>
To: HUH ADMIN <l@huh.social>

Tue, Nov 16, 2021 at 1:40 PM

Hello,

The articles are all trashed it should show a 404. There shouldn't be any problems. Let me know if you still see them up.

---

HUH ADMIN <l@huh.social>
To: Mark Arguinbaev <contact@thevrsoldier.com>

Tue, Nov 16, 2021 at 1:41 PM

Hey Mark,

The articles are still live.
Please inform me once done.

The HUH Team

---

Mark Arguinbaev <contact@thevrsoldier.com>
To: HUH ADMIN <l@huh.social>

Tue, Nov 16, 2021 at 1:44 PM

The articles are trashed, look if you click on them they show 404: https://gyazo.com/c9345b586590eb67d363cd843dbea7f8

---

HUH ADMIN <l@huh.social>
To: Mark Arguinbaev <contact@thevrsoldier.com>

Tue, Nov 16, 2021 at 1:45 PM

Hey Mark,

Has it been removed from Google?

The HUH Team

---

Mark Arguinbaev <contact@thevrsoldier.com>
To: HUH ADMIN <l@huh.social>

Tue, Nov 16, 2021 at 1:48 PM

I can file a no-index to google if you'd like. That will speed up the process of getting it removed from the website.

---

HUH ADMIN <l@huh.social>
To: Mark Arguinbaev <contact@thevrsoldier.com>

Tue, Nov 16, 2021 at 1:49 PM

Hey Mark,
I would appreciate it to be done as soon as possible

The HUH Team

Mark Arguinbaev <contact@thevrsoldier.com>
To: HUH ADMIN <l@huh.social>

I've filed a no-index claim with google, it should take effect soon.

Mark Arguinbaev <contact@thevrsoldier.com>
To: HUH ADMIN <l@huh.social>

https://gyazo.com/27d738d1271a6103cc3bcdd1c5a7f021

HUH ADMIN <l@huh.social>
To: Mark Arguinbaev <contact@thevrsoldier.com>

Hey Mark

I will update you on this and once it is removed from Google we will stop the legal action

The HUH Team

Mark Arguinbaev <contact@thevrsoldier.com>
To: HUH ADMIN <l@huh.social>

Will you stop the DDOS if we remove the articles?

HUH ADMIN <l@huh.social>
To: Mark Arguinbaev <contact@thevrsoldier.com>

Dear mark

We will stop the legal action once the articles are removed from Google.
As an apology I wanted an article stating that you were wrong and had no facts or right in releasing the article
You have damaged our brand and this must be done on your end

Thank you

The HUH Team

HUH ADMIN <l@huh.social>
To: Mark Arguinbaev <contact@thevrsoldier.com>

Dear Mark,

I wanted to state that as a team we are very passionate about our brand and what we are attempting to achieve.
I understand that you also are passionate about what you do.
We loved your work and wanted to see if you would like to work together in getting out our passion and information about our token. We wanted to see if you would like to release an article stating that we are not a scam and that we are creating a token that will change the space. We are creating a referral system like no other and also the multi chain release that is coming on the 6th of December. Lete know what you think and it is a great opportunity for us to work together about what we are passionate about.

We are waiting to see the Google site taken down as it has indexed.

Thank you

The HUH Team

Mark Arguinbaev <contact@thevrsoldier.com>  
To: HUH ADMIN <l@huh.social>

I need confirmation from you that you will stop the DDOS attack, otherwise my hands are tied.

HUH ADMIN <l@huh.social>  
To: Mark Arguinbaev <contact@thevrsoldier.com>

Hey Mark

I will stop my actions once you have taken down the attacks you initiated towards us. You attacked our brand with no facts. I am willing to work with you on this in making things better for both of us. Once all the articles are down we can then create an article as to promote the brand. (We have multiple audits that have been announced on the chat as I believe you are aware of) and also we are launching on the 6th of December in both UniSwap and PancakeSwap. I wanted to also ask as in your article you have the Reddit page linked (is that also you) or do you know who it is.

Let's work together in putting this behind us and create a great atmosphere between us as we can create also future collabs in articles you might write about us.

Thank you

The HUH Team

HUH ADMIN <l@huh.social>  
To: Mark Arguinbaev <contact@thevrsoldier.com>

Dear Mark,

I would like to add that DDOS is a big claim on your end towards us as this is the exact thing that was made by your end. We would like to put this behind us and more forward.

Thank you

The HUH Team